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Introduction. In English, only 1st and 2nd plural pronouns appear in Pronoun-Noun Con-
structions (PNCs) (e.g. *I linguist, *they linguists – Jespersen (1949), Postal (1969)). Höhn
(2017) has demonstrated, however, that some languages extend PNCs to other person/number
pronouns. In this context, though, he points out two generalizations: (i) if a language has
singular PNCs, it also has non-singular PNCs, and (ii) if a language has 3rd person PNCs,
then it has 1st and 2nd person PNCs. In this paper we show how the PNC in Malagasy both
varies language internally and has changed over time. At one point Malagasy allowed PNCs
with all person/number combinations in nominative and accusative case, while genitive case
had a complex pattern that depended on phonological strength (see e.g. Zribi-Hertz and Mbo-
latianavalona (1999)). Through three stages of development, however, we see a gradual shift to
an English-like system. Throughout the changes in data, the language always abides by both
of Höhn’s generalizations, and each step provides insight into the details both of the Malagasy
pronominal system and the characteristics of the PNC.

Stage 1 (S1 in table below): Traditional grammars (e.g. Rajaona 1972) describe a system
where independent pronouns (nom, acc) license PNC, but suffixal pronouns (gen) only license
PNC if they bear stress (see also Keenan & Polinsky 2001, Pearson to appear)– the high pattern
of gen (see (1a)). In this stage of the grammar, the two gen suffixes that cannot bear stress,
1sg (-ko) and 3sg (-ny), use different rescue strategies to allow PNC. 1sg must have a nom
double for the pronoun – the double pattern of gen (see (1b)). 3sg cannot have the suffix at
all, but rather replaces the suffix with the nom form – the in situ form of gen (see (1c)). (we
leave aside 3pl throughout for independent reasons.)

(1) a. Vitanáo/Vitanáy/Vitantśıka/Vitanaréo
done-2sg.gen/1pl.excl.gen/1pl.incl.gen/2pl.gen

[
[
vehivavy
woman

]
]

[
[

io
dem

raharaha
work

io
dem

]
]

‘You(sg)/We(excl)/We(incl)/You(pl) woman/women did this work.’ high
b. Vı́tako

done-1sg.gen
[
[
izaho
1st.sg.nom

vehivavy
woman

]
]

[
[

io
dem

raharaha
work

io
dem

]
]

‘I woman did this work.’ double
c. Vı́tan’

done
[
[
izy
3.sg.nom

vehivavy
woman

]
]

[
[

io
dem

raharaho
work

io
dem

]
]

‘She woman did this work.’ in situ

We propose that the suffixal gen is created by movement of the pronoun to a higher functional
head that contains a moved V (see Baker & Hale 1990 for this movement in Breton). The
higher copy may license the PNC only if the suffix is phonologically strong, otherwise the in
situ copy must be spelled out in the nom form. The difference in rescue strategies shows that
while 1gen and 2gen undergo movement, 3gen does not. Since 3gen doesn’t move, there is no
high position, just the in situ position. This hypothesis is supported by morphophonological
processes that distinguish the realization of the 3gen pronoun from 1gen and 2gen (movement
of 1/2 vs. 3 is not unusual crosslinguistically, see e.g. Kaufman (2014)). With a certain group
of verbs, those ending in ka, tra, and na, the final /a/ of the verb and the first consonant of the
1.sg.gen and 2.sg.gen are not realized (see (2a) and (2b)). However, with 3.sg.gen, it is the
final consonant of the verb that is not realized, and the first consonant of the pronoun is kept
(see (2c)), mirroring the phonological pattern of compounding (see (2d)).

(2) a. fantatra ‘know’ + ko 1sg.gen → fantatro ‘I know’ 1sg moves
b. fantatra ‘know’ + nao 2sg.gen → fantatrao ‘you know’ 2sg moves
c. fantatra ‘know’ + ny 1sg.gen → fantany ‘he/she knows’ 3sg doesn’t move
d. sokitra ‘carving’ + nendra ‘smallpox’ → soki-nendra ‘pock-mark’ Compounding



Stage 2 (S2 in table below): Currently, however, speakers do not share Rajaona’s judgments.
In the most similar dialect, the only difference is that 3gen uses the same rescue strategy of
doubling as 1gen. The pronominal features appear both as a gen suffix and as an in situ
nom, indicating that the 3sg pronoun has undergone movement.

(3) Vitany
done.3sg.gen

[
[
izy
3.sg.nom

vehivavy
woman

]
]

[
[

io
dem

raharaho
work

io
dem

]
]

‘She woman did this work.’ double

We demonstrate how the processes that once showed that 3gen did not move have been rean-
alyzed (see (4)) creating a more general system of movement for all gen pronouns.

(4) a. fantatra ‘know’ + ko 1sg.gen → fantako ‘I know’ 1sg moves
b. fantatra ‘know’ + nao 2sg.gen → fantanao ‘you know’ 2sg moves
c. fantatra ‘know’ + ny 1sg.gen → fantany ‘he/she knows’ 3sg moves

This innovation in the language then accounts for the appearance of the doubling strategy for
both 1gen and 3gen at this stage of language change.

Stage 3 (S3 in table below): In a further step in language change, the phonological requirement
is lost. A set of speakers now require the doubling (rescue) strategy for all singular gen forms
of the pronoun independent of phonological strength, while still allowing PNC for all nom and
acc forms of the pronoun. At this point, the gen paradigm has an English flavor to it. Plural
gen forms need no rescue, while singular gen forms must be doubled. It remains unlike English,
however, since all forms (all persons in both singular and plural) can allow PNC. nom and acc
require nothing special, but gen must have doubling.

(5) Vitanao
done.2sg.gen

[
[
ianao
2.sg.nom

vehivavy
woman

]
]

[
[

io
dem

raharaho
work

io
dem

]
]

‘You woman did this work.’ double

Stage 4 (S4 in table below): Most speakers now have English type judgements. Doubling cases
(gen.sg – see (1b)), are treated as appositional structures (I, as a woman, did the work.) and
nom and acc allow PNC only in the plural. We argue that this final stage in the distribution
of PNC was triggered by the reanalysis of doubling as appositional in the gen.sg form. This
sg/pl distinction then spread to the nom and acc paradigms – creating an English pattern.

S1 nom/acc.sg/pl gen.sg gen.pl

1 in situ dbl high
2 in situ high high
3 in situ in situ N/A

S2 nom/acc.sg/pl gen.sg gen.pl

1 in situ dbl high
2 in situ high high

3 in situ dbl N/A

S3 nom/acc.sg/pl gen.sg gen.pl

1 in situ dbl high

2 in situ dbl high
3 in situ dbl N/A

S4 sg – nom.acc/gen pl – nom.acc/gen

1 * in situ/high
2 * in situ/high
3 * N/A
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